
c/o British Constitution Group
Suite A2, Phoenix Mill Business Park,

Plymouth, PL6 7PY

16th April 2018

Dear friends and supporters,

 We are being told that a new centrist party, backed by Tony Blair and his son Euan, with a £50 million 

campaign 'war chest', is being readied to burst onto the British political stage to kill the Brexit process stone 

dead (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5602091/Tony-Blair-son-Euan-linked-secret-plans-new-centrist-

political-party.html).  Such a party, possibly led by someone like David Miliband, could become so popular that 

enough 'wet' Tories might be tempted to 'cross the floor' and so trigger a General Election before the end of the 

year. And this also explains the sudden 'anti-semitic' outburst that has rocked the grassroots of the Corbyn 

campaigning bandwagon as civil war appears to have broken out in many local parties. This whole thing clearly 

has all the hallmarks of the Deep State as it desperately seeks to overturn the 2016 EU Referendum.

 And what of the Brexiteers? UKIP has effectively become a joke in the general public's eyes; Boris 

Johnson is looking increasingly less popular and capable with his gaff-ridden handling of the contrived 

Salisbury-Syria Deep State crisis; and the increasing popularity of Jacob Rees Mogg will simply divide the Tories 

enough for a sizeable minority to leave and to join this new centrist party. And no one will be going anywhere 

near the truth about what's REALLY happening... except for us in the New Chartist Movement.

 Our Six Requirements are simple (https://cdn-cms.f -static.com/uploads/727136/

normal_5ad341b3e8fc1.pdf). Once people are made aware of the truth about money creation and money 

supply; once they understand how our ancient Common Law Trial by Jury Constitution is being deliberately 

airbrushed from the public's consciousness; and once they see and understand how children are being 

deliberately abused to advance this Deep State agenda, then, and only then, will the British people stand up to 

the controlling and criminal 'one per cent' and stop all of this madness. It's desperate that the Chartists be 

allowed to get the proven truth and solutions out into the public arena before the planned Orwellian takeover 

becomes a reality. We have to become the 'Alarm Clock for Democracy'.

 And what of our resources to do this? Do we have £50,000,000 sitting in a war chest? No, we have 

around £500. Our resources are minuscule - over the last two years, we've never had more than £1,500 in the 

bank at any one time for the British Constitution Group/New Chartist Movement. If anyone wants to know 

how we use people's donations, we will tell you... we have absolutely nothing to hide. It's all completely crazy.  

We have next to nothing whilst the criminals can simply conjure up the millions needed!

 So the bottom line is this - we immediately need around £10,000 to really get our nationwide 'Truth 

and Solutions Campaign' up and running. This will enable us to organise and advertise Chartist events up and 

down the country whilst creating and buying campaigning materials such as badges, balloons and leaflets.  

Please give what you can today by clicking on this link: https://www.britishconstitutiongroup.com/donate.

Thank you all very much indeed,

Justin, Eddy and Brian
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